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Averaging of Replicated Pulses for Enhanced-
Dynamic-Range Single-Shot Measurement of

Nanosecond Optical Pulses
John R. Marciante, Member, IEEE, William R. Donaldson, and Richard G. Roides

Abstract—Measuring optical pulse shapes beyond the dynamic
range of oscilloscopes is achieved by temporal pulse stacking in
a low-loss, passive, fiber-optic network. Optical pulses are aver-
aged with their time-delayed replicas without introducing addi-
tional noise or jitter, allowing for high-contrast pulse-shape mea-
surements of single-shot events. A dynamic-range enhancement of
3 bits is experimentally demonstrated and compared with conven-
tional multishot averaging. This technique can be extended to yield
an increase of up to 7 bits of additional dynamic range over nom-
inal oscilloscope performance.

Index Terms—High-dynamic-range measurements, optical
pulses, pulse detection, single-shot measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

NANOSECOND-LENGTH laser pulses are commonly
used in applications such as LIDAR (light detection and

ranging) and remote sensing. Accurate measurement of the
pulse shape can be critical for specific applications. In partic-
ular, laser systems used for inertial confinement fusion (ICF)
are required to produce stable, high-contrast pulse shapes in
order to achieve the highest possible compression of the target
[1]. Single-shot capture is important in a number of applications
and experiments where a single laser pulse can be correlated to
a physical effect. For example, in one-on-one damage testing,
a single laser pulse can be associated with one damage spot
on a surface [2]. Conversely, understanding the characteris-
tics of laser-induced electron emission requires single-shot
measurements of the initial laser pulse [3]. Measurement of
pulse shape through diffuse media yields information on its
structure, absorption, and scattering properties [4]. Finally,
scientific measurement of noise-initiated processes require
single-shot measurements, such as nonlinear pulse generation
via stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), stimulated Raman
scattering, or sonoluminescence [5], [6].
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While nonlinear techniques can measure pulse shapes with
a contrast of the order of [7], [8], reliable measurement
of nanosecond-length pulses can only be achieved with either
streak cameras or photodiodes in conjunction with oscillo-
scopes. Streak cameras offer high-dynamic-range (700 : 1),
multichannel ( 8) measurements with 30-ps time resolution
[9]. However, the relatively slow update rate of single-shot
high-dynamic-range streak cameras (0.1 Hz) precludes their
use in applications that require real-time monitoring. Such
applications include real-time pulse-shape adjustment or the
diagnosis of intermittent problems.

Although oscilloscope sampling rates are continually in-
creasing, the vertical resolution has remained stagnant at 8 bits.
Additionally, the effective number of bits (ENOB) is limited to
5 or 6 due to inherent noise floor and digitization effects. There-
fore, when using photodiodes with oscilloscopes to measure
an optical pulse shape, the oscilloscope becomes the limiting
factor of measuring contrast, reducing the measurable dynamic
range DR to 45. Such a contrast is insufficient
for accurate measurement of high-contrast ICF pulse shapes,
which require the production of pulses with up to 100 : 1 shape
contrast at a reasonable level of accuracy.

The conventional method for reducing noise on periodic sig-
nals is to average temporally sequential events, which has the
benefit of improving the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by a factor
of , where is the number of traces. However, nonrepeti-
tive, single-shot events get washed out in the averaging process;
this is particularly important when trying to diagnose intermit-
tent failures. Further, the acquisition speed in sequential aver-
aging is reduced by a factor of .

To capture single-shot events, the pulse can be replicated and
averaged with itself in order to reap the benefits of averaging.
In previous work, the pulse of interest was sent through an ac-
tive fiber loop to produce a replicated pulse train [10]. With gain
in the loop, the signal was kept near maximum throughout the
pulse train at the expense of amplifier noise added to the signal at
every pass. Additionally, since the net gain was less than unity,
the amplitudes of the resultant pulse train followed an exponen-
tial decay curve, making it necessary to operate at low repetition
rates (i.e., slower than the pulse train decay time). In this work, a
passive pulse-replication structure is implemented to achieve the
series of pulses. The signal is power divided, then recombined
with a fixed time delay. Multiple split/recombine stages with
geometrically increasing delay can yield an arbitrary number of
pulses, provided there is sufficient energy in the initial pulse.
The replicated pulses are read from a single oscilloscope trace
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Fig. 1. Schematic of 64-pulse passive pulse-stacking architecture.

Fig. 2. Oscilloscope trace showing 64-pulse replicas.

and subsequently averaged to achieve increased dynamic range.
Such a scheme has previously been implemented for increased
temporal resolution in measuring picosecond pulses [11], [12].

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION AND MEASUREMENTS

The configuration for passive pulse replication is shown
schematically in Fig. 1. A series of 2 2 fused-fiber splitters
are spliced with -ns-delay fibers in between each
stage. Since successive combinations use splits from previous
combinations, the last split is the only place where light is
forfeited. It should also be mentioned that since the first splitter
has two input ports, two separate pulses can be run simultane-
ously through this architecture, provided their timing is such
that the resultant pulse trains do not overlap in time.

Fig. 2 shows the resultant 64 pulses from the raw photodiode
output as measured on a Tektronix TDS 6154 C digital storage
oscilloscope, which has a 12-GHz analog bandwidth. The pulses
are nominally spaced at 12.5 ns, although precise spacing is not
critical to the method.

The trace is acquired from the scope at 25-ps resolution, and
the individual pulses are separated by temporal binning. The fine
temporal alignment between the first pulse and subse-
quent pulse in the pulse train is measured once with a
cross-correlation method using the formula

(1)

where and denote the discrete fast Fourier transform and
its inverse and the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. The
temporal offset is the value of that maximizes the function

. The time base of each pulse is then offset by ,
after which all of the pulses are averaged. In this way, timing
error has no impact on the measurement.

Fig. 3 shows the single-shot, self-averaged pulse together
with a multishot-averaged pulse (64 averages) and a single
pulse (no averaging) for comparison. Similar to the multishot
average, the single-shot average shows clear performance
enhancement compared to the single-shot case.

Fig. 3. Single-shot, single-shot-averaged, and multishot-averaged pulse
shapes. Arbitrary offsets have been added for clarity.

Fig. 4. Dynamic range of single-shot-averaged and multishot-averaged pulses.

The dynamic range of the measurement is defined as the
ratio of the peak of the signal to the signal level where the
SNR is equal to unity. Fig. 4 shows the calculated dynamic
range for the single-shot and multishot averages as a function
of the peak signal on the photodiode. In the multitrace av-
erages, there are 64 temporally displaced copies at different
signal amplitudes (as can be seen in Fig. 2), each of which is
plotted independently. Given that the noise level is identical
for all cases, increased signal amplitude corresponds directly to
increased dynamic range. For the single-shot-averaging case,
the data point is plotted versus the average amplitude of all of
the peaks in the 64-pulse train. This plot clearly demonstrates
that single-shot averaging works just as well as multishot
averaging without the disadvantages of reduced acquisition
speed or the loss of single-shot events. For further comparison,
the manufacturer specifications rate the oscilloscope at 5.5
ENOB, corresponding to a maximum dynamic range of 45.
The single-shot-averaging technique demonstrates a dynamic
range of 312, or an ENOB of 8.3, an improvement of nearly
3 bits over the nominal performance of the oscilloscope. This
level of improvement is expected from the averaging function;
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since the SNR is improved by and the maximum signal
remains nearly the same, the dynamic range is improved by the
same factor, for which .

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In principle, this method can be extended to a larger number
of pulses in the pulse stacker, thereby achieving even better dy-
namic range and SNR. The ultimate limitation is peak-detected
signal power, which is reduced by a factor of 2 every time the
number of pulses is doubled. Provided the laser system has suf-
ficient energy to spare for the measurement, the upper limitation
on power launched is driven by damage and nonlinear effects in
the fiber.

For spectrally narrowband pulses, SBS becomes the
limiting factor in power launched into the fiber. The con-
ventional threshold equation for the SBS threshold is

, where is the Brillouin gain,
is the threshold peak power, is the effective interaction
length, and is the effective mode area [5]. Since the light
scattered by SBS is in the reverse propagation direction, the
effective length of the interaction is determined by the time
of flight of the pulse in the fiber. Using typical numbers for
1053 nm, the SBS energy threshold for a 1-ns pulse is of the
order of several microjoules.

Conventional damage thresholds for fibers are near 5 J/cm
for a 1-ns pulse, which leads to an upper energy limit of the
order of a few microjoules for a single-mode fiber at 1053 nm
( 6- m core). Together, damage and SBS considerations limit
the maximum launched power to a few microjoules.

The system’s receiver also has its limitations. Generally, de-
tection of low light levels may lead to signal-to-noise issues;
therefore, higher light levels are desired. However, the photo-
diode itself has an upper limit of peak signal power before the
pulse becomes distorted by space-charge effects that arise when
the extracted charge exceeds more than a few percent of the
charge stored in the photodiode. For the Discovery DSC-30 pho-
todiodes that were used, the power was limited to approximately
10 pJ per pulse in the pulse train before pulse-shape distortion
became noticeable.

Together, the fiber launch energy and the photodiode linearity
determine the maximum dynamic range of the detected sig-
nals. The single-pulse energy after passing through the system
is given by , where is the transmission of the coupler
and is the number of stages. Using the energy limitations de-
scribed above with a conservative 0.6-dB insertion loss for the
couplers, a total of 14 stages can be utilized. Thus, this tech-
nique can be extended to achieve an increase of 7 bits over the
nominal oscilloscope performance.

It should be noted that although this technique is valuable
in that it can precisely capture single-shot events, it can also
be used in place of conventional averaging to simply increase
acquisition speed. In cases where ultrahigh dynamic range is
required, it can also be used in combination with conventional
averaging provided single-shot events are not important.

In conclusion, measuring pulse shapes beyond the dynamic
range of oscilloscopes is achieved by passive temporal-pulse
stacking. Pulses are averaged with their time-delayed replicas
without introducing additional noise or jitter, allowing for
high-contrast pulse-shape measurements of single-shot events.
A dynamic-range enhancement of 3 bits is demonstrated
experimentally, and the technique can be extended to yield
an increase of up to 7 bits of additional dynamic range over
nominal oscilloscope performance.
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